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Sarma, K. Madhava Krishna—Ramananda tlieTrue Author
of the  Bhasyaratnaprabha.     QJMS.   XXXII,  Ft. 1,   pp.
55-57.	[886
Gives reason to show why he believes that the work attributed to
Govindananda, seems to be really the work of his disciple Ramananda.
Sasfcri,   0.   Sankar  Ram—Nilakantha-Vijaya   of  Nilakanta
Dikshit. 2nd Edn. pp. 188, Madras, 1941	[887
Sastri, M, P. I*.—Bhoganatha: A Poet of the 14th Century.
JHQ. XVII, pp. 393-397.	[888
Identifies Bhoganatha, writer of Kavyas and Stotras, with Bhoga-
natha the composer of the Bittaragunte copperplate inscription (EL
III, 23), and describes his works.
	 Mukundanandabhana   and   its   Author.   NIA.    IV,
Pt. 4 PP. 150-154.         "	[889
The Mukundanandabhatia is a play of one Act in Sanskrit. Its
author Kasipati lived at the court of Nanjaraja of M3Tsorc in the
early part of the l8th century. Two other important *wcr!cs are
known to have been written by him. One is named Sravananandim,
a commentary on Nanjaraja's Saiigitagahgadhara, and the other is
called Nayakalpatani, also a commentary on the Sabda portion of the
famous Tattvacintdmani of Gangesa Upadhyaya.
Sastri, S. Lakhshmipathi—A Critique on Nanniehodadeva's
Kumarasambhava (Telugu text). Madras University
Telugu Series No. 6. 8^6" x 6". pp. x + 208 + iv. Madras
University, Madras, 1941.	[890
A critical study and appreciation of Nannichodadeva's Kumara-
sambhava. Investigates into the work in order to determine precisely
about the exact time of Nannichodadeva, and concludes that he
belonged to the I$th century A. D.? and came after Nannaya.
Sastri, S. Snbrahmanya and Kunkan Raja, C., Eds.—
Usaniruddham: A Prakrit Poem in Four Cantos by
R4ma Panivada. (Serial). BmV. V, Pt, 2.	[891
The work is a small poem written in Prakrit language by Rama-
panivada, a poet of Malabar, and supposed to have lived about two
hundred years ago.
Sastri, S. K- Eamanatha—A Passage in the Dhvanyaloka.
JSVOL II, Pt 1, pp. 81-84.	[892
Discusses the fundamental relation between the sentiment and its
poetic expression. Concludes that for Anandavardhana as for
Kalidasa, the origin of poetry is to be sought in the magnitude of
the sentiments invoked; and this magnitude is indicated by both
through the peculiar.(ekasesa) construction employed by them.

